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Phocus Free Download is an application created by Hasselblad for their own Hasselblad cameras and cameras that use the Hasselblad 3FR and 3F file formats. This application is completely integrated with the camera, meaning that you can control the camera as well as analyze and edit RAW files from inside the application. Phocus has been designed to provide the following functions: -RAW file editor -LUT editing -HDR (High Dynamic Range)
-Camera settings control -White Balance -Noise reduction -Preview for the camera and editing -Switching between one camera or multiple cameras -Remote control camera -Playback of the RAW file -Photogrammetry: determine the depth of the image using photogrammetry algorithms -Photogrammetry: to calculate the 3D coordinates of points from a RAW file -Remote control for the camera -Saving of the RAW file to a USB disk -Saving of the
RAW file to FTP server -Image editor: applying filters to the RAW file -ISO, white balance, noise reduction, etc. -Color correction -HDR -LUT (Lookup Table) -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Dust removal -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Noise reduction -Dust removal -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens

Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens
correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction -Lens Profile -Lens correction

Phocus Free

Speed up your workflow with a Mac-friendly workflow. KEYMACRO is both a RAW to JPEG converter and a fully featured RAW converter. Take advantage of its powerful workflow features and its editing tools. Use the versatile Key-based interface, with a unique Keycording feature. The application quickly converts all RAW files from a large variety of cameras and formats. Its conversion engine takes full advantage of the processing power of
your Mac to convert your photos quickly. It includes the ability to change your settings and make adjustments such as white balance, contrast, tint, saturation, sharpening, noise reduction, cropping, rotating and flipping. The RAW converter can be used to preview and convert your files directly from the Keymacro app. You can even edit RAW files directly inside the app and save the edits into new files. In addition to the high quality conversion of
RAW files, Keymacro also includes powerful RAW editing features. You can even save your settings to use them on the next conversion. You can also use the application to view all your RAW files, applying multiple adjustments in a single step, as well as to export all your files in one single click. Keymacro's RAW conversion process is simple, intuitive and always ready to go. Take advantage of the RAW formats available and easily convert your
images to other formats. Keymacro is optimized for the Mac platform and its conversion engine supports the following cameras: Hasselblad 500CW Hasselblad 500C/M Hasselblad 500CM Hasselblad 500F Hasselblad 503 Hasselblad 503E Hasselblad 503F Hasselblad 501 Hasselblad 501E Hasselblad 501F Hasselblad 502 Hasselblad 502E Hasselblad 502F Hasselblad 500 Hasselblad 500F Hasselblad 501 Hasselblad 501F Hasselblad 503 Hasselblad

503E Hasselblad 503F Hasselblad 504 Hasselblad 504E Hasselblad 504F Hasselblad 505 Hasselblad 505E Hasselblad 505F Hasselblad 506 Hasselblad 506E Hasselblad 506F Hasselblad 507 Hasselblad 507E Hasselblad 507F Has 77a5ca646e
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Phocus With Full Keygen

Phocus is a Hasselblad RAW processing solution designed to enable photographers to process their high resolution images before exporting them for further processing. It can handle all the popular RAW formats such as TIFF, JPEG and 3FR and 3F. Description: Nothing gives you more freedom for creativity than being able to shoot with great compositions. Auto-focus means that you can easily set up a specific composition by aligning the subject
with your camera's lens. Aperture control lets you change the depth of field and focus of a photo, while interchangeable lens make it possible to shoot from different angles and distances. With your new Hasselblad X1D-50c's standard 18-135mm zoom, you can shoot landscapes, portraits, close-ups, and any other type of shots. The Hasselblad V-View finder delivers exceptional visibility through a low-reflection lens and an anti-reflection coating. This
premium camera's design contributes to the camera's high resolution, letting you capture every detail. When you want to turn your creative ideas into reality, your camera is all you need. With your Hasselblad X1D-50c, you can easily create memorable images, let the world become your canvas, and shoot your best work yet. There are more things than just a camera that have to come together for a great shot. Begin by choosing the right equipment for a
particular situation. Select a focal length that works with the conditions and the desired composition, then choose a lens with the right aperture for a wide angle to a telephoto shot. Capture the unforgettable moment with the Hasselblad X1D-50c. * Learn more about your choices Camera: Hasselblad X1D-50c Focal Length: 18-135mm Lens: Hasselblad-H50 Aspect Ratio: 3:2 With an APS-C sensor, the Hasselblad X1D-50c yields a maximum resolution
of 8.2 megapixels. A perfect complement to the Hasselblad X1D-50c, the Hasselblad-H50 is the world's first and only superwide-angle lens available in a compact camera. Hasselblad V-View finder for exceptional visibility Anti-reflection coating Standard viewfinder lens for 645-980nm viewing Quick focus Sensor without anti-aliasing filter

What's New in the Phocus?

Phocus enables you to correct lens distortions and vignetting, as well as make use of HNCS, Hasselblad’s Natural Color Solution. It can handle TIFF and JPEG images as well as the 3FR and 3F formats. Allows you to use remote camera controls. Works great on any Hasselblad camera. Related Categories: Lightroom, Photoshop, RAW. Brand: Hasselblad. Model: RF Lens. Keywords: raw processing, raw converter, Hasselblad camera, Hasselblad RF
Lens. Description: Phocus 1.0.0.0 is the first version of a new product designed to perform the raw processing of Hasselblad cameras. Its creation is the result of the need to have a tool that allows the user to create their own custom layouts for the application that can be used to process the raw files from Hasselblad cameras in a completely different way. All of the functionalities of the version 1.0.0.0 can be used with the following hardware and
software combinations: Phocus is compatible with the following cameras and hardware: Hasselblad H2, H3, H4, LF. Features: The user can create a custom workspace The user can apply adjustments to specific areas of an image. The user can apply a green screen effect. The user can apply lens distortion correction. The user can apply vignetting correction. The user can use the natural color system. The user can remove moire directly from the raw
file. The user can use remote camera controls. The user can move the green screen to a different position. The user can focus on the same area of an image. The user can save the green screen to another location. The user can print with the Hasselblad RF printer. The user can use a choice of 3 different file formats. The user can save the custom layout. The user can switch between layouts. The user can switch between tool panels. The user can zoom in
and out of images. The user can rotate images. The user can zoom in and out. The user can flip images. The user can select files from the file browser. The user can rotate or flip the image. The user can select the areas of an image to be moved to another location. The user can resize images. The user can adjust the brightness. The user can adjust the contrast. The user can adjust the saturation. The user can reduce noise. The user can increase sharpness.
The user can apply halo/vignette correction. The user can apply a perspective correction. The user can apply a white balance. The user can apply an auto exposure correction. The user can add a black
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System Requirements:

All known system requirements, including minimum system requirements, are listed in the Specification Table in the main text. Minimum Requirements: Microsoft Windows® 8.1 Microsoft Windows® 7 SP1 Microsoft Windows® Vista SP2 Microsoft Windows® XP SP2 Microsoft Windows® 2000 SP2 Supported Operating Systems: Microsoft Windows® 10 Microsoft Windows® 8.1 and Windows® 10 are
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